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and I was a guest. A student club which is composed of the brightest students

there in the university, that is to say, many of the brightest are in this club.

It is very difficult to k get into it. It is endowed ad-r- and there is very

special financhial help for those who go to it, given by a wealthy mining man

from Colorado who has named the club after the town in Colorado where he

secured his wealth , and he said he was going to train great leaders for America

through the particular training he gives there and the associated place in

California, and I spoke there on Fridayi, and Saturday, and Sunday morning

andic then Sunday evening at the club, they had a meeting . I was leaving

late that evening , so I was able to stay for their meeting. They had a meeting

at which the Professor of Philosophy in the University , a very well-known
widely used

professor, Professor Burt who has written a number of4orks on the philosophy

of religion, and who I believed is an ordained minister in the United Presbyterian

Church, U.S.A. Professor gave a lecture, a short lecture, to these students

and there was a backboard there, and he said what a tremenduous change has

come since the Middle Ages. In the Middle Ages pe-opel people thought of it

this way (he drew something ) here's the earth, and here are the an-at- planets

going ar-eo- around the earth, and here-&re-the- is the sun going around the earth,

and then here are the stars outside, and then here is all this area that is God

and he wrote God in big letters . Well, now our studies have completely changed

our understanding of the universe. Now, we know that the sun is in the center

and the earth goes around the sun, and the other planets around the sun and

the stars that we see are mostly in our little galaxy, and there are a billion other

galaxies billions of miles away from us and it-tim=covers all of space and k- he

j-sitt- just erased the name God. There is just no space left for God az anywhere
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